THE Rotary Wheeler?

The third speaker tortured under the wrath of the Emperor's new rule helped to inform the club about one of the Heritage Trails called the Mojave Road and the importance of developing educational material including a documentary to inform people of its historical significance. However, it was clear that his Majesty's evil underlying objective was to secretly divert all directed donations into the development of his own documentary called 'THE King am I'. All those who would attempt to supply funds for any other purpose would be banished to the identifying plaque on Mojave Road and left without water and only a ration of a 'sandwish'. This self-fulfilling prophecy came as no surprise to the membership since the Emperor started the meeting out with a request to rename the weekly bulletin 'THE Rotary Wheeler'!

Notes from the Court Jester

Sorry folks...no photographer/editor/secretary/treasurer/webmaster (me lol) no pictures from last week.. If there's someone out there who would volunteer to bring a camera every week...in case our photographer (me) isn't there, this would be a good thing....please let me know. Thanks.

IS IT THE TRUTH?
Rotarian Actors Characters and Creatures

Randy Wheeler The Emperor Palpatine - live and in color weekly appearing at MPCClub at Noon. Don’t be late! (See episode #3 for details) He may turn out to be a good guy in the end?? P4P might make him disappear if we’re lucky.

Bruce Thomas GRAND Major Huff n Puff – Conceived the idea of the horrific Death Star super weapon as part of his doctrine of RULE BY FEAR. The Former leader is now cast to the outlands and a puppet for Palpatine. Major Huff and his Imperial strategists gather often and project tactical plans and evaluations for approval by Emperor Palpatine under the guise of a BOD meeting.
Underlings include General Max Light Beers Lewis, Captain Need-a-Job, Admiral Petitie, and Admiral Ozzie. General Max Light Beers is the model Imperial officer. But underhanded. NOTE* (Theses actors have yet to identified). Volunteers?
Another P4P player.

Dale Parvin Darth Vapor – Coming soon to a local Chamber of Commerce Office near you. A P4P Player. Lose a TON. He befriends many high ranking officials (his wife) only to be invited aboard their launch vehicles for the FREE FOOD. This is a whole episode by itself. His friends come and go but his enemies accumulate. Watch him move at the speed of dark.

Pat Ellis OB2 - A Jedi Knight 1st class from the far out remote backlands of Moorpark he is under the control of Darth Vapor and the Evil Emperor Palpatine. His hero is OB One Gun Kanobee who tries to shield him from the evil Pounds for Polio P4P scheme. It’s another scheme to fleece the finances from the empire faithful. Beware OB2 you might disappear before our very eyes. GOOD LUCK OB2.

Eric Arnoud Admiral Ackbar the cautious commander of the rebel fleet from across the ocean world of deep fried Zucchini. His snidely whiplash approach wreaks of a used spaceship salesman. Note the phony Frog accent while pretending to be a friendly space estate person. Check his open toad shoes. More cologne please. A P4P player.

Continued on page 3...

The Smart Car
What we will be forced to drive quite soon...but look at all the “great new choices” we will have from The Smart Car

IS IT FAIR TO ALL CONCERNED?
Charlie Schwabauer **YODA** the Jedi Master whose **cane** (The Hit Ya Stick) yields power and magic. And I bet that will leave a mark!
Disguised as a mild mannered avocado farmer whose sensitive ears will hear all and whose keen wisdom will judge accordingly. His power & wisdom see you will. Civil War in a place of honor he does sit.

**Joe Levy #1 Ewok Chief Cheesee** – Leader of the Ewoks for many seasons Chief Cheesee has hidden his desire to secretly be a hitman for Darth Vapor. His wisdom leads his people with understanding, even though he has become a bit forgetful in his old age. His authority commits the Ewoks to their dangerous fight against the Evil Emperor.

**Dave Bagwell ChewTobakka** - A mighty Wookiee warrior from the planet of WoodnMetal in the Constuction Galaxy. He was rescued from slavery by his daring (and on rare occasion well groomed) friend Franz Sloomo. Teaming with Franz to repay the traditional Wookiee life debt, he became his best friend. Chewie likes a good battle and finds plenty of action when Sloomo gets them into conflicts against the Evil Emperor and Darth Vapor. Never underestimate a Wookiee warrior.

**READ - Episode #5 next week** when we will divulge many more of the Rotarian Actors and (P4P) Pounds for Polio Players.

Make sure you **tell everyone** to READ their Rotary Rag weekly.

**MTFBWY**
(May The Farce Be With You)

Hello all,
I hope that this email finds you well. First and foremost...Kaiden completed her fourth round of chemo on Saturday and came home Sunday! She did remarkably well during the 72 hours of continuous chemotherapy. She had a great appetite; went to the play room at Children's Hospital and was her usual active and bubbly self. Kaiden and her family have been enjoying their time at home - they have been spending time at the park; and just enjoying being together.
Team Kaiden would like to invite you to an activity being held in Kaiden's honor this week.
**Friday, 14 August — Benefit Show at Arena Grill & Bar in Simi Valley (Show starts at 7PM)**
We hope that you will be able to join us!
Thanks and Regards, Nancy

**IS IT BENEFICIAL TO ALL CONCERNED?**
Notes from Esha

I'm going to divert from polio and share with you a little about Kiva. Chatted with Premal Shah this week- he's an energetic, smart, and passionate social entrepreneur who's the president of Kiva.org. You can hear our conversation on Intent.com: http://www.intent.com/podcasts/2009/08/07/premal-shah-kivas-visionary-president

And if you're not familiar with Kiva- it's a web-based microfinance organization that lets you loan to entrepreneurs all around the world and as of this month, in the US as well. Check out Kiva.org if you're interested in loaning or learning more. Or read a short blog I posted on microfinance 101: http://www.intent.com/esha/blog/kiva-havent-you-heard

A friend of mine and I run the university version of it- CampusKiva- if you know any young microfinance fans (anywhere in the world)- send them our way, please!
This should be good for at least one smile today!

1. Stay out of trouble.
2. Aim for greater heights.
3. Stay focused on your job.
4. Exercise to maintain good health.
5. Practice team work.
6. Save for a rainy day.
7. Rely on your trusted partner to watch your back.
8. Rest and relax.
9. Always take time to smile.
10. Realize that nothing is impossible.